With a monotone family F = {Sa}, Sa c R", we associate the HardyLittlewood maximal function MFf(x) = sup0(l/|Sa|) J^.,.* |/|. In general, MF is not weak type (1.1). However, if we replace in the denominator Sa by S* = [xy: x,y G Sa], and denote the resulting maximal function by MF, then MF is weak type (1, 1) with weak type constant 1.
1. Let F = {Sa}, a G T, be a family of measurable sets in R", 0 < \Sa\ < oo, and for /: R"->R measurable, let MFfix) = svtpa(\/\Sa\)JSci + x |/(f)| dt, the HardyLittlewood maximal function relative to F. For many important families F, MF is weak type (1, 1) and consequently strong type (/»,/>), 1 <p < oo. This is true if Sa = {1*1 ** a)> or if S« is me cube of side length a centered at the origin, or if {Sa} is a nested family of rectangles with sides parallel to the coordinate axes (see [7] ). However, one cannot go much beyond families of this kind and still expect a weak type result. If, for example, F is the collection of all oriented rectangles, MF is not weak type (1, 1) (see [6] ), even though it is strong type (/»,/»), 1 <p < oo, and if F is the collection of all rectangles, not even this holds (see [4] ).
It is well known that the maximal function is an important tool (i) in obtaining pointwise bounds for convolutions [7] , (ii) in problems of convergence a.e. and (hi) in the theory of differentiability [4] . It is thus of interest to study MF for relatively arbitrary F.
For the study of MF, as we have seen, one needs to restrict F = [Sa], and a natural minimal condition is that a < ß implies Sa c Sß. We will give, however, an example (due to R. Hunt) which shows that MF need not be weak type. This forces us to introduce a modified maximal function M* which is equivalent with MF whenever F is one of the classical families, and which is weak type (1, 1) . This is done in the next section, and the remaining sections deal with some applications and R. Hunt's example.
2. For E c R", let E* = E -E = {x -y: x,y G E). We need the following lemma.
Lemma. Let E c R" be measurable with 0 < |is| < oo. If every point of E is a point of density of E, then E* is open.
Proof. We give the short proof (which is standard) for the sake of completeness.
We denote by dix, E) = lim|7f n Q\ \Q\~\ as |Q| ->0, where Q is a cube, x G Q.
The hypothesis says that dix, E) = 1, x G E. We consider the continuous function *KZ) = /r-XeÍz + OXeW dt = Xe * XeÍz)' anc* we nee£l to show that for z0 G E*, (z0) > 0. If A = {t: x0 + T G E), B = {t: y0 + T G E}, where z0 = x0 -.y0, then ¿(0, /J) = ¿(0, B) = 1, and hence ¿(0, /I n 5) = 1. For t e /I n B, and r = y0 + t we get z0 + í = x0 + t G 7J and hence i/<z0) > 1^«+;, Xe(zo + OXeÍO dt >0.
For F = {Ty}, y G T, a family of measurable sets in R" with (i) 0 < |rr| < oo, let By the above lemma we may assume that 7^ is open, and we shall do so throughout the paper. In addition to (i) above, we need to assume that there is a map o: r-»(0, oo] such that (ii) a(y,) < 0(72) implies r c IL, (iii) o-(y,)foimplies there exists y GT such that a = a(y) and Ty/[Ty.
Remark. If Ty is convex, then |T*| = 2"|ry|, and hence MF is equivalent with Remark. The reader will notice that the proof of Theorem 1 is a refinement of the covering and weak type theorems in §2 of [5] .
Proof. We will first assume that Ty c {|x| < TV}, y G T. We fix .y > 0 and let E = {x: Mpfix) >y). For r > 0, let Er = E n {|x| < r}. We will show that \Er\ ^ ll/lli/^> an<i this will prove the theorem under the hypothesis of boundedness of T .
We may clearly assume that the map a is bounded on T; otherwise, the map a'iy) = tan-loiy) produces a reindexing with the required property.
We note that Er is contained in the set A0 of all x for which |x| < r and, for some y G T, fTy+x\A0\ dt >y\T^\. For x E A» let t(x) = sup{a(y): /rr+J/(f)l dt > y\T*\}. The number t(x) < 00, and there is a sequence {yy} such that a(y-)ft(x), and JT +x\fit)\ dt > y\ T*\. By hypothesis, there is y G T such that t(x) = cr(y) and rYjî7Vrrom which fTy+x\fit)\ dt >y\T*\.
We let now t, = sup{t(x): x G A0}. Then t, < 00 and we have a sequence {xj} c AQ such that t(x7)|t, and x, -> xx. As above, t(x,-) = a(y,), and there is y, G T such that t, = o-(y,), 7;îrYi, and iT^+Xl\fi0\ dt >y\T^t\. Thus x, G A0. Let now Ax = Ag^iTJ + x,), and let t2 = sup{r(x): x G Ax). Then t, > t2, and as before there is {x,} c Ax such that Xj -» x2, T(x,)tT2. Arguing as above there is y2 G T such that t2 = a(y2) and fT +X2\fit)\ dt >y\Tfj. Hence x2 G Aq, and since Ax is closed in A0 (recall 7^ is open), x2 G Ax. We also note that IL c Ty.
We continue this process and obtain sequences {xj}, { Ty }, {Aj} such that (1)/ < k implies IL D 7Lt, (2) xJ+x G Aj and Aj = ¿,.,\(I^ + xj), Q)fTy.+x)fit)\dt>y\T;).
We claim now that for y ^ k, (x,. + T ) n (xfc + Tyj) = 0. Assume that/ < k, and x, + /,. = xk + tk, tj G Tyj, tk G IL,. Then xk G x, + iTy¡ -Ty¡) c x,. + T$ by (1) . But by (2), xkGAk_x and Ak_x n (T* + x,) = 0.
We assert next that D ^ = 0 Assume that z G fl Aj. Then t(z) > 0 (see the beginning of the proof for the definition of t(z)), and as observed there t(z) = a(y) and /rr+J/(z)| dt > y\T*\. Since t, > t(z), we have IL D 7;, and thus, if F = U (x, + IL), |F| = oo. Also IL c IL, so that U F C I*Tl. Since |x,| < r we see that F c Ty¡ + (|x| < r} c {|xf < W} + {|x| < r}, contradicting 17^1 = oo.
Finally, since Er c U (x, + 7^"), we obtain |£r|<2|7^|<lsJ \fit)\dt<Mk.
We remove now the restriction that each 7L C {|x| < A/}. We let FN = {7^}, where 7L" = 7; n {|x| < A/}. Then We give now an important special example of Theorem 1. We let F = {Sa}, a G T, T c (0, oo), such that (i) 0 < \Sa\ < oo, (ii) a < ß implies Sa c Sß. Theorem 3. Let F = {Sa}, a G T, have the property that there is k such that a', a" < ßinT implies Sa. -Sa~ C kS¿. Then \{x:MFf{x)>y}\<kl"yk"mi.
Proof. Let Tß = U a< ß Sa. Since we may assume that every point of Sa is a point of density of Sa, the set Tß is measurable. Let F' -{ Tß}. It is clear that F' is monotone, and Tfi c U a;a"<.ßi^a' ~ Sa") c kSjl-From this we get Mpfix) < &, • • • knMF,fix), and Theorem 2 completes the proof.
Corollary.
If F = {Sa} has the property that there is k so that a < ß implies kSß D Sa, then the above weak type inequality holds.
Proof. Simply observe that a', a" < ß implies SL, -SL» C kSß. Remark. The special case of the above corollary with F a family of oriented rectangles centered at the origin can be found in [1] with a different weak type constant.
4. The following example, due to R. Hunt, shows that for a nested family F = {Sa} (as in Theorem 2) the maximal function MFfix) = suPa(l/|Sj)/So+;t|/(i)| dt need not be weak type (1, 1). Let SN = U jLNi2~J, 2~J + 2~2J) in R, so that SN+X c SN. Let F = {SN}, and note that |-S^J < 2~2N+1. LetfN be the characteristic function of (0, 2~2N~1). Then 11/11, = 2~2N~X. It is readily checked that
Hence |{x: MFfNix) > \/2}\ > N-2~2N-2 = TV ||/^|j,/2, and MFis not weak type (1, 1) . Incidentally, MF is not weak type (/»,/»), 1 < /» < oo. The above example raises the question for which class of functions is MFf weak type (1, 1). For F = {Sa}, a GT, a monotone family, and p > 0 a measure on R", let us define pFit) = sup piS* + x)/|Sa|, where the sup is taken over all o, x for which t G Sa + x. Since S* is open (recall that we always assume that x G Sa is a point of density of Sa), it follows easily that pF is lower semicontinuous and hence measurable. In the second inequality we used the fact that ppit) = ppit) which follows easily from the definition of F in the proof of Theorem 2.
5. In this section we will present some applications of Theorem 2 concerning pointwise boundedness of convolutions and approximate identities.
The problem about convolutions which we will discuss can be put in the following way. Suppose lim <j>" * g(x) exists for every x and g G CC(R"). Under what conditions does it follow that lim <f>n * fix) exists for a.e. x and / G LPÇR") (see e.g. [3] ). The hypothesis on CC(R") imphes that H^JI, < K < oo (by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem). Our condition will be a more stringent requirement on the norm.
Let F = {Sa}, a G T c (0, oo), be a family of measurable sets satisfying (i) 0 < |S"| < oo, (ii) a < ß implies Sa c Sß. Let o(F) be the collection of all simple functions s > 0 which can be written as i = 2 CjXa , Cj > 0, and Aj C -S for some a, G T, where -E = {x: -x G E}. We set \\s\\ = inf 2 cy-|S*|, where the inf is extended over all representations s = 2 CjXa and all sequences {S } c F with Aj c -SL. We note that ||j|| > \\s\\x. Denote now by L(F) all functions $ > 0 for which there is a sequence {sn} c o(F) such that í"t<í>, and let H^H^ = inf lim inf||í"||, where the inf is extended over all such {sn}. Again, \\<p\\F > \\4>\\i-As an example, let <j> > 0, <¡> G L'(R" Let {<t>"}, <t>" > 0, be a sequence of measurable functions. We say that a family F = {Sa}, satisfying (i), (ii) above, dominates {£"} if {<£"} C LiF) and \\<f>"\\F < K < oo, n = 1, 2, . . . . , for a.e. x and g G Cc, then hm <i>*/(x) = fix), a.e. x and/ G LP, 1 < /» < oo.
(2) As an example illustrating Theorem 3, let {</>,} be a sequence of nonnegative functions such that <^(x) < ^(x), x G R", / = 1, 2, ... , »p(x) G L'(R"), i//(x) = i//0(|x|) and \p0ir) is nonincreasing. Then the family F of all spheres centered at 0 dominates {<i>"}. This covers the classical case (see e.g. [7, p. 62] ).
For the study of approximate identities, let </> > 0 on R", /R» </>(/) dt = 1 and let «fc(0 = e~X'A). Then f <pedt = I.
Let F = {S"} be a nested family as above and satisfying efcF,0<e<l, and </> G 7,(70. Here eF c F means eS,, G F for SL. G F. Theorem 6. 7/ \\<b\\F < oo, f/te/i $e */(x) -*/(x) as e -^0 for a.e. x,f G LP(R"), 1 < /> < oo.
Proof. It is easily verified that </>e * g(x) -» g(x), x G R", g G CC(R"). By the lemma, |<J>e */(x)| < \\<Pe\\FMF(x). One readily verifies that ||<i>e||f = \\<t>\\F, and thus Theorem 3 completes the proof.
6. In this section we give an application to the differentiability of the integral. We let 0 < |73| < oo and Be = e ■ B, 0 < e < 1. Assume that (i) B c U Bk, (ii) for each k, the family Fk = {eBk}, 0 < e < 1, is nested, i.e., e, < e2 implies e,^ < e2Bk, (in) 2|7i^| < oo. If for example B is starlike and symmetric about 0, then Bk can be chosen to be a rectangle so that the above conditions hold (see [2] ). (2) If the condition 2 \B£\ < oo is replaced by |5¿| ->0 and 2 \B^\ |log|.8¿|| < oo, then by [4, p. 145 ],/* is also weak type (1, 1).
